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About This Game

The BlobCats are after the DiceMice!

In BlobCat it's your job to protect the DiceMice!
Place arrows and guide the Dicemice to the Micehole! But 5d3b920ae0

Title: BlobCat
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
BySamb
Publisher:
BySamb
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Dir

English,German,French,Japanese
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Without the frantic number of mice and cats the themes this game draw from just don't reach the same heights, despite the
super cute sticker collection.. 10/10 has meow as a language option.. 10/10 has meow as a language option.. 10/10 has meow as
a language option.. 10/10 has meow as a language option.. Great Puzzle Game. Just give it a try. I really hope to have more
players in there soon.. Great Puzzle Game. Just give it a try. I really hope to have more players in there soon.. This is a cutesy
action/puzzle game tablet ported into Steam. This is a ripoff of an old Dreamcast game called Chu Chu Rocket. The developers
have added multiplayer to the game, although there's not much market for multiplayer puzzle games. Place arrows on the
grid/maze and then watch the cat chase the mice along their predetermined course, following the directions of the arrows you
set. The tablet port isn't badly done compared to most tablet ports, with some graphics and even resolution settings. Graphics are
well polished "cutesy" blob graphics, which aren't great but they're not badly done. Gameplay is quite stale, being a ripoff of
Chu Chu Rocket and some other games from a decade or so ago. Multiplayer doesn't add much. Overall this is the kind of thing
that might be done in flash, the tablet-centric nature of the game should have been evident to the developers that it doesn't really
belong on PC. The interface is quite clunky as a result of the tablet heritage. Overall while this isn't the worst tablet port I ever
saw, it's not perfect and the gameplay is really where the game is a letdown. Because you can play these kinds of games for free
in a web browser, I can't recommend anyone pays for this. If the game does seem to appeal to anyone, then the obvious choice
would be to buy it on tablet and not PC, anyway.
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